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Executive Summary
A VoIP call is initiated between two points, the initiation point is known as originator and the
destination point is known as terminator. This whitepaper explains all the details for VoIP
Origination with complete description of call establishment either “Phone to Phone” or “PC to
Phone”.
This whitepaper also discusses different types of business models for VoIP Origination.
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Introduction
An ITSP (Internet Telephony Service Provider) involved in the origination of telephone calls
usually offers either or both of:
•
•

PC to Phone calls
Phone to Phone calls

The two major business models are:
•
•

Prepaid
Postpaid

Hardware Requirements
Hardware requirements for VoIP origination are simple. The only hardware needed is a
gateway that takes calls off the Internet and delivers them onto PSTN lines. A gateway
therefore has two types of Interfaces.
1.
2.

An Ethernet interface that connects the gateway to the Internet.
One or more telephony interfaces taking analog or digital phone lines.

As explained in the “Basics of VoIP” white paper an analog line can take one phone call at a
time while a digital line can take more. A T1 lines takes 24 calls and supports 1.5 Mbits while
an E1 lines takes 30 calls and supports 2Mbits simultaneously. A typical digital gateway has 4
T1s or 4 E1s and usually costs between US$1000 ~ US$2000/E1 (30 ports). Following is the
list of some gateway vendors:
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Ascend Communications, Inc. http://www.ascend.com
Cisco Systems Inc. http://www.cisco.com
Lucent Technologies Inc. http://www.lucent.com
Motorola Inc. http://www.mot.com
Nortel Networks http://www.nortelnetworks.com

For a detailed list of VoIP Gateway Vendors please, visit http://www.dslreports.com/faq/4242

PC to Phone Business
A PC to Phone provider first arranges a soft phone also called a dialer. He then puts the dialer
somewhere on the Internet from where the customers can download and install it.
Once the dialer is installed, the customer can do a signup and make his account. This can
either be done by using his credit card or by buying a pre paid calling card from the market.
There are companies like AdvancedDialer.com which provide dialers in different look and feel
and can also private label the dialer to your individual business name. The following figure
illustrates the different scenarios for the Advanced Dialer:
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Figure 01: Different scenarios for Advanced Dialer
The ITSP needs to arrange a set of servers that will run the basic setup to allow him to receive
dialer calls and send them to different terminators for delivery. This setup requires the
following applications:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A
A
A
A

gatekeeper
billing application
Radius application
database application.
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Flow of Call
A gatekeeper is an application that receives the registration requests and calls from a dialer.
When a user signs in to the dialer, the request goes to the Gatekeeper. The gatekeeper asks
the Radius server to see if the username and password are correct and valid. The Radius
server queries the database and sends a yes/no reply to the gatekeeper. If authenticated, the
user can then make phone calls from the dialer.
When the user dials a phone number in the dialer, the request again goes to the gatekeeper,
gatekeeper again asks the Radius server if the user is allowed to make this call and has
enough money to initiate it. The Radius server asks the billing server for the maximum
duration of call that can be allowed to this user based on the amount of money remaining in
his account or prepaid card. The billing solution looks up the destination of the call, finds the
appropriate rate based on the peak/ off peak hours and the type of the customer and informs
the Radius server exact duration in seconds that the user can call to this destination. The
same info is returned by the Radius server to the gatekeeper and the gatekeeper informs the
dialer the IP address of the destination gateway that can deliver the voice call to the
destination. Given this information, the call is initiated if nothing else goes wrong and the two
parties can talk. If they continue to talk till the maximum allowed duration of the call, the call
is disconnected by the gatekeeper so that the user doesn’t consume any amount above the
available limit.
Whenever a call is disconnected naturally or forcefully by the gatekeeper, the gatekeeper
informs the billing application with the details of that call. The billing application computes the
total call charges and deducts the amount from the calling customer’s account or prepaid card.

Termination Requirements
All VoIP originators require a call termination arrangement with a terminator called VoIP
terminator. There are different companies which provide termination to specific destinations
and there are others that provide termination to all the destinations. The later are usually
called A-Z terminators and are more convenient for beginning companies to work with.

Phone to Phone Business
Phone to Phone business is similar in nature to PC to Phone business except for the fact that
the ITSP now also needs to arrange for originating gateways. A gateway is a device that can
receive a phone call over PSTN and convert it into IP for delivery over Internet.
A gateway usually has a fixed number of ports. Analog gateways take analog phone lines while
digital gateways take digital phone lines. See the “Basics of VoIP” white paper for details of
analog and digital lines.
Once the gateway has converted the PSTN call to IP, the rest of the delivery is same as it is in
the PC to Phone’s case.
In a PC dialer, a user can enter his username and password and that is enough to identify the
user. The username can be the PIN number on a prepaid card along with its respective
password.
In the phone to phone scenario, an IVR (interactive voice response) system is required with
the gateway to prompt the customer for his PIN number. The PIN number entered by the
customer is taken by the gateway or gatekeeper and given to the Radius server for
authorization.
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Prepaid and Postpaid
VoIP origination is mostly prepaid nowadays. This means that the customer pre pays the
amount either through his credit card or buys a prepaid calling card. As soon as the card or
credit is finished, the customer is disconnected and needs to recharge the account or buy a
new card from the market.
In postpaid the ITSP sends an invoice at the end of the accounting period usually a month and
the customer pays later.
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Summary
An ITSP (Internet Telephony Service Provider) involved in the origination of telephone calls
usually offers either or both of “PC to Phone calls” and “Phone to Phone calls”.
The two major business models for VoIP Originator are “Prepaid” and “Postpaid”.
Hardware requirements for VoIP origination are simple. The only hardware needed is a
gateway that takes calls off the Internet and delivers them onto PSTN lines.
All VoIP originators require a call termination arrangement with a terminator called VoIP
terminator.
VoIP origination is mostly prepaid nowadays.
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Contact Information
In case of any ambiguity regarding the concept, explained in the whitepaper, please feel free
to contact us at support@advancedvoip.com or please, visit
http://www.advancedvoip.com/voip_contact.html
For further information please, visit www.advancedvoip.com

We welcome your suggestions
Thank You for reading this whitepaper. We will be pleased to receive your response and
suggestions. Kindly give us your feedback, as your satisfaction is ours!!! Feedback Form
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